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Prehistoric Ceramics: An 

Analysis and Reproduction of 
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by

Christopher Casey

Why do this?

 Experimental Archaeology

 Trying to reproduce (forgotten) methods to 

figure out how it happened

Using methods and tools that were likely 

available in the past

 Putting yourself in their shoes!

Prehistoric Mississippian Pottery

 Understanding the 

Culture

 Time Period

 Iconography

 Functions

Importance of Prehistoric Ceramics
 Analysis of Rims

Rim Curve

 Determine how wide the orifice of the vessel is

 Templates should be used

Rim Angle

 Determine the shape and depth of the vessel

“Ramey Incised” Jar

 Commonly found in 
Lohmann and 
Moorehead phases 
(A.D. 1000 – 1275) 

 Iconography
 Spiral icons and curved 

lines

 Relationship between 
earth and sky   
(Pauketat 2004)

 Decorations may give us 
an idea for what was 
inside them

“Ramey Incised” Jar

 Unknown purpose

 Ritual

 Medicine container

 Food storage

 Remains

 Found inside charred 
remains of a house

 Suggested: used as 
food storage units

 Dark in coloration
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Iconography and Decorations

 Relationships in nature

 Animal motifs

 Decorations

 Slip – different colors on the vessel walls

 Grease – makes for a glossy surface

 Markings

 Carved marks

 Decorated rims

 Cord marks(?)

Process

 Acquiring clay (from Cahokia Creek in 

uplands)

 Acquire temper material

 Wedging the Clay

 Construction and Decorating

 Drying Process

 Firing Process

 Cleaning Process

 Additional Decoration and Fire Again

Clay

 Components

 Mud

 Decayed plant 

material

 Misc. 

 Acquired

 In waterbeds and 

other water systems

Temper

 Types

Grog, Shell, Limestone

 Purpose

Withstands thermal shocks

 Shell Temper in Cahokian pottery

 Found mostly in Mississippian ceramics 
from the Stirling phase (A.D. 1050 - 1150) 
to the Vulcan phase (A.D. 1400 - 1600)

Shell Temper

 Small pieces used

 Dust size to 6 cm wide

 Extremely hard to 

break with just a 

grinding stone

 Must use fire

 Breaks easily

 Carbon material

 Too much heat would 

incinerate it

Wedging

 VERY IMPORTANT!

 Pushes air out of the 
clay

 Prevents cracking 
and combustion

 Adding temper to 
clay

 Equally distributes 
temper material 
throughout clay
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Methods of Construction

 No Potter’s Wheel Available in the New World

 Coiling

 Create coils or “snakes” of clay

 Pile coils on top of each other

 Meld them together to make the wall

 Mold

 Use a basket or other vessel to make the structure

 Attach additional coils or slab together to make the 

wall

Firing Process

 Vessels must be 

bone dry before 

entering the fire

 Low temperature fire 

(~600° Celsius or    

~ 1100° Fahrenheit)

 Less oxygen

 Causes a dark 

coloration

Slip
 Watered down 

clay applied to 
the wall of the 
vessel

 Different colors 
depending on 
the clay used

 Acts as a 
decoration and 
a sealant

 Vessel is fired 
again to keep 
the slip on

Issues

 Cracks

 Water damage

 Thin walls

 Flimsy structure

 Extraction from 
molds

 Fire starting in a low 
oxygenated pit

 Rain

Solutions

 Adding Water

 Adding Clay to the 

Walls

 Thicker Walls

 Adding Temper

 Burlap between clay 

and molds

Findings

 Takes a lot of effort to create

 Structure must be strong to serve 

purpose

May also depend on temper

Nothing lasts forever

 Breaks and water damage

Given back to the earth or can be salvaged
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